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A·bad·don [ bádd’n ]

A place of chaos and destruction.

e

In the not so distant future, mankind will make a mysterious, giant technological leap forward,
propelling the expanse of the human dominion into the far reaches of space, to a place dubbed
the Abaddon.
The air on Abaddon is thick, and physical laws are broken by frequent gravitational surges
and other odd happenings. The landscape is a barren wasteland with traces of an earlier, much
more advanced culture who, it is believed, has left behind crystalline objects, called Feronium;
each containing a gargantuan source of energy. The discovery of Feronium by the first
explorers spawned a mad rush to Abaddon, similar to the 49er’s Gold Rush of Earth’s early
history. It was not long, however, before the demand for Feronium by Earth’s Pure Energy
Corporation became so great that collecting these power crystals became the number-one
priority of a major corporation called the Commonwealth Alliance. The Alliance’s exploration
practices, however, often ignored the rights and claims of the original settlers and their
governing council, called the Satellite City-States, which up, to a point in time, was the sole
exporter of crystals to Earth.
Utilizing bio-mech suits cobbled together from military material of the planet’s former
occupants, old exploratory and construction vehicles, and technological support from
the home world, both sides engage in constant territorial feuds, all the while under the
surveillance of a mysterious satellite system that both sides utilize and have come to refer
to as “SkyEye”. For almost a generation now, battles have raged on and for the men and
women of Abaddon: life is war… war is chaos… and chaos is Abaddon.
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MISSION MANUAL INDEX
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MISSION #4 - THE GAUNTLET
MISSION #5 - ONE-on-ONE CHALLENGE
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MISSION #6 - EAST FRONT
MISSION #7 - MAN vs MACHINE
MISSION #8 - THE DROP
MISSION #9 - BREAKOUT
MISSION #10 - AMBUSH
MISSION #11 - RELIEF FORCE

MISSION #12 - TEAMWORK
MISSION #13 - RUNNING BLIND
MISSION #14 - WEST WOOD
MISSION #15 - SPRING OFFENSIVE
MISSION #16 - SHARE COMMAND

1 Battlefield Game Board
1 Rule Book & Mission Manual
(16 missions)
32 Tactical Ground Units
• 8 Heavy Links
• 8 Medium Links
• 8 Recon Links
• 8 Infantry Squads
16 Battle Dice
• 4 Black 10 sided dice (d10)
• 4 Red 8 sided dice (d8)
• 4 Blue 6 sided dice (d6)
• 4 Green 6 sided dice (d6)

80 Weapons System Cards
30 Wild Fire Cards
140 Power Crystals (4 colors, 35 per color)
10 Activation Dice
1 Activation Dice & Link Base label sheet
4 Lock-On Relays (numbered 1-4)
13 Wild Fire Markers
32 Victory Point Counters
• 8 three-point
• 16 two-point
• 8 one-point
18 Terrain Features
(5 city, 5 village, 8 forest)
2 Victory Point Cups

Battlefield
Game Board

The battlefield
game board has a
grid system (10 x
16) superimposed
over the battle
torn landscape.
This view is very
similar to that which
SkyEye beams to the
command computers.
All tactical unit
movement and weapon ranges are measured in terms of grid sectors.
Terrain features are placed on the battlefield to re-create the
mission setting. The City, Village and Forest terrain features, when
assembled, will occupy an entire grid sector. Terrain features in
the battle zone are just too hot to occupy. In game terms, terrain in the battle zone is
considered to be impassable.

Village Feature

Forest Feature

City Feature
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Unit
Heavy Link
Medium Link
Heavy Links are currently the
Recon Link
largest operational fighting machine
in service. These war-machines are Infantry Squad
heavily armored and have superior
firepower, but are not very mobile.
A Heavy Link has a black color status-bar and
will use a d10 (ten-sided) black battle die in
combat.

Movement
1
2
3
1

Combat Die
d10
d8
d6
d6

Medium Links are the most versatile type of
fighting machine. These war-machines have
average armor, acceptable firepower, and a
good mobility rating. A Medium Link has a red
color status-bar and will use a d8 (eightsided) red battle die in combat.
Recon Links are lightly armored war-machines
that are built for speed. A Recon Link has a
blue color status-bar and will use a d6 (sixsided) blue battle die in combat.
Infantry Squads are the backbone of most
armies. A standard Infantry Squad has ample
weapons for a fighting punch. An Infantry
Squad has a green color status-bar and
will use a d6 (six-sided) green battle die in
combat.

A unit’s movement is the number of grid
sectors on the battlefield it may move.
Movement can be in any direction, both
orthogonally and diagonally, and units may
change direction during a movement action.

When attacking or shielding during combat, a
tactical ground unit will roll the battle die that
corresponds to the unit’s color status bar.
There are three types of battle dice:
• Black ten-sided dice (d10)
• Red eight-sided dice (d8)
• Blue and Green six-sided dice (d6)
Note: On a black d10 die the ‘0’ is read as ‘10’.
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HEAVY LINK

MEDIUM LINK

RECON LINK

INFANTRY SQUAD

Power Crystals
5
4
3
4

A unit’s power number is
equal to the number of
power crystals that are
placed in a unit’s base when the unit powers up at
the start of a battle. It also represents a unit’s
ability to withstand damage. During battle, when
a unit receives a hit, a power crystal is removed.
When the last crystal is removed, the unit is
destroyed and the unit is removed from the battlefield.

POWER
CRYSTALS

To help identify a player’s units from the others, each player should use a single crystal
color to power up the units under his control. There are 140 power crystals of four
different colors, each color with 35 crystals.
These are rolled at the
ACTIVATION DICE
start of a player’s turn,
determining the unit types
& STICKERS
and the number of units a player may order
on the turn.
Each Activation die has six blank indented sides
requiring stickers. Each die should have the
following stickers placed on its indented faces: one
Heavy Link, one Medium Link, one Recon Link, one Infantry
Squad, one Weapon System, and one Command sticker.
The Lock-On Relay pieces are
used to indicate you have locked
on to a specific grid sector of
the battlefield and the enemy unit in that sector. In
multi-player battles with three or four players, the
Lock-On Relay pieces will also determine the player
turn order in the round.
In some missions, additional
victory points may be
awarded for eliminating
enemy units, capturing and holding terrain hexes
or completing certain mission objectives. Victory
point counters are used to track these points.

LOCK-ON RELAY

VICTORY
POINT
COUNTERS

Each time hits are scored against an opponent’s unit and power
crystals are removed, the lost crystals are placed in your Victory
Point Cup. Awarded Victory Point Counters are also placed in your
Victory Point Cup.
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There six types of different Weapon System Cards:
• Target Cards have the word TARGET and a number from
1-8. Target Cards are played when battling an enemy unit with Line-of-Sight range
combat.
• Doomsday Bolt, Smart Bombs, and Long Range Bombardment Cards do not require
Line-of-Sight to target and battle an enemy unit.
• Anti-Missile Missile Cards are played as a defensive measure.
• When drawn the Reboot Decks Card requires the discards and
the draw decks to be reshuffled to form new draw decks.

The Wild Fire Cards are a mix of unlucky and lucky breaks and
events. When a player is attacking and rolls the number “1”
referred to as a “critical-1”, the opponent’s unit takes
a critical hit. A Wild Fire Card is drawn and the results listed on
the card are applied to the unit receiving the critical hit.

Some Wild Fire Card instructions
will require you to place the
corresponding Wild Fire Marker
on the unit that received the critical hit to help track
how the unit is affected.
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WILD FIRE
MARKER

The Mission Manual contains a number of scenarios for two,
three, and four players. Each mission contains the following:
• A brief overview of the battlefield situation
• A battlefield map with terrain and unit deployment or designated setup areas
• Orders of Battle for both factions
• Mission objective, special rules, and other important briefing notes

1. Select a mission from the mission manual. If this is your first
battle, we suggest you start with the Mission #1 Field Exercise.
The first few missions have been designed to allow players to
become familiar with the rules and basics of fighting in Abaddon.
2. Place the battlefield game board in the center of the table. Each mission displays the
Satellite City-States at the top, and the Commonwealth Alliance at the bottom. Players
should sit on the side closest to the forces they will control.
3. Place the terrain features as indicated on the mission’s battlefield map.
4. Each player selects a power crystal color and takes the units he will control as
detailed in the Order of Battle for his faction. Place the proper number of power
crystals in the base of each unit. The unit’s power number, on its color status-bar, is
equal to the number of power crystals a unit has at the start of a battle.
5. Deploy units onto the battlefield as indicated on the mission battlefield map. Some
missions have a set-on area for a faction (shaded grid sectors) that will allow players
more deployment flexibility. In missions with a setup area, the faction moving first will
normally deploy all units first and the other faction will then deploy units.
6. Shuffle the Weapon System Card deck and the Wild Fire Card deck. Place the two
decks facedown next to the battlefield within easy reach of both sides. Place the Wild
Fire Markers next to the Wild Fire Card deck.
7. Deal out the number of Weapon System Cards to each player as listed
in the Order of Battle for each faction. Players should take care not
to reveal their cards to the opposition. You may, however, show your
cards to your faction teammates, but you may not trade or exchange
Weapon System Cards.
If the “Reboot Decks” Weapon System Card is dealt to a
player at the start of the game, it is played at once and the
instructions on the card are carried out.
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8. Review the Mission Objective and any special rules. Place the Victory Point Counters
near the game board.
9. Give each player a set of four battle dice (one die of each color).
10. Give each faction a set of five Activation dice and a Victory Point Cup.
Destroy your opponent or complete the mission objective before
your opponent destroys you. Even in man’s future, the quest for
survival remains constant.
In missions with two-players, victory is decided the instant the mission objective is
completed. In missions with three or four players, victory is determined at the end of
a round.
Two-Player Mission - The mission briefing notes will state which player will go first.
Players then alternate taking turns, until one of the players completes the mission
objective. The first player will take the #1 Lock-On Relay piece and the other player
takes the #2 Lock-On Relay piece. Each player will keep the same Lock-On Relay piece
for the entire mission.
Multi-Player Mission (3 or 4 players) - The Lock-On Relay pieces are used to
determine the turn order. There must be one Lock-On Relay piece for each player in
the pool. At the start of a round, mix the Lock-On Relay pieces and place them within
reach of all players. Each player selects one piece. The number printed on the bottom
of the piece determines the player turn order for the round. The player who selected
the #1 Relay piece goes first. The player with the #2 takes the next turn, followed by
#3 and #4.
It is suggested that players do not announce the number until it is their turn.
When a player is eliminated, remove the highest numbered Relay piece at the beginning
of the next round.
On a player’s turn, complete all of the sequence steps
in order. When a player has completed all the steps,
their turn is over. Play continues with the next
player. When every player has completed a turn, start a new round.
During your turn, follow the sequence below:
1. Place Lock-On Relay Piece
2. Roll Activation Dice
3. Order Units
4. Move Ordered Units
5. Play Weapon System Cards
6. Resolve Combat
7. Next Player’s Turn
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1 - Place Lock-On Relay Piece
Place your Lock-On Relay piece on a grid sector with an enemy unit. For the duration
of the round, your units have locked-onto that grid sector. When any of your units
engage in combat with a unit in that grid sector, add +1 to your battle roll. This
bonus lasts until the end of the round.
Multiple Lock-on Relay pieces on a grid sector will have no additional effect.
A word of warning, should you forget to place your Lock-on Relay piece and roll the
Activation dice, no sector is locked on during your turn.
2 - Roll Activation Dice
Roll the five Activation dice. This Activation dice roll will determine the unit types,
and the number of units a player may order on the turn.
Command Roll
When an Activation die roll shows a Command, you have a number of tactical choices:
You may use the Command and choose to draw a Weapon System Card, attack with a
Doomsday Bolt card, order any unit that you control, or remove a Wild Fire Marker
on a unit that received the critical hit. You may remove a Wild Fire Marker on one of
your units or on one of your opponent’s units.
Command Roll - Draw Weapon System Card
You may choose to use the Command die to draw a Weapon System Card, announce
the number of Command dice that are being used to draw cards. Place these dice
with any dice that rolled a Weapon System for now.
Weapon System Roll
Each Activation die roll showing a Weapon System result allows you to draw a
Weapon System card. Draw Weapon System Cards equal to the number of dice that
rolled Weapon System plus any Command dice that are being used to draw cards.
Place these spent Activation dice to the side after drawing cards.
For each Weapon System card you draw, immediately check to see if
you have drawn the “Reboot Decks” Card. If so, it must be played
immediately and the instructions on the card are carried out.
In addition, any Wild Fire Cards in front of the players are
discarded, and all Wild Fire Markers in play are returned to
the Wild Fire Marker Pool. After all players have drawn their
Weapon System Cards, re-shuffle the two card decks and
their discard piles to form new draw decks.
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Command roll - Doomsday Bolt
If you have a Doomsday Bolt Card in your hand, you may choose to
use a Command die roll to play a Doomsday Bolt Card.
A Doomsday Bolt is a special Weapon System Card that allows you to
target any enemy unit anywhere on the battlefield with no Line-of-Sight
restrictions. Announce the targeted enemy unit and roll the Activation
die. If the targeted unit type is rolled, the unit is destroyed. Place the
destroyed unit’s crystals into your Victory Point Cup. Any other symbols
rolled are a miss. Discard the card and place the spent Activation die to the side.
Unit Roll - Heavy Link, Medium Link, Recon Link, Infantry Squad
Each die roll showing a unit type may be used to order one unit of this type under
your control.
Command Roll - Order Unit
Command dice not already used may be used during unit order. Each die will order one
unit of your choice under your control.
3 - Order Units
Place one or more Activation dice on a matching unit’s grid Sector. Each unused
Command die may be used to order any one of your units. Only units with an
Activation die may move and battle this turn.
If you do not have a unit under your control of the type rolled, the Activation die is
set to the side.
4 - Move Ordered Units
A unit with one or more Activation dice assigned to it is Ordered, enabling it to move
and engage in combat. When Ordered, a unit may move up to its full Movement number,
indicated on the unit’s Status Bar. Each Activation die assigned to a unit allows the unit
to make one full Movement action once. With multiple Activation dice, a single unit can
move its full Movement value multiple times, but may only engage in combat once.
A unit may move in any direction,
orthogonally or diagonally, up to its full
Movement value, counting one for each
Sector the unit enters. Units may change
Movement direction from Sector to Sector.
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A unit may not move through or onto a grid
Sector occupied by another unit or a terrain
feature. A unit may not normally move off
the battlefield unless allowed to by the
mission’s briefing notes. A unit may not move
diagonally between two Sectors that are
occupied.

All unit movements are made sequentially, one unit at a time, in the sequence of your
choice. When moving a unit, also move the Activation dice along with the unit. This will
help track which units are eligible to battle. You must complete one unit’s movement
before beginning another. In addition, you must complete all your unit movements
before battling.
5 - Battle
There are two types of combat: Ranged Combat and Close Combat. A unit battling an
enemy unit more than one grid sector away is said to be conducting Ranged Combat
(firing at the enemy unit). A unit battling an enemy unit in an adjacent grid sector is
said to be conducting a Close Combat against the enemy unit.
Any unit engaging in Ranged Combat requires the use of a Weapon System card in
order for that unit to battle. Close Combat does not require the use of a Weapon
System card to battle.
A unit may only battle once per turn. Battles are resolved one unit at a time in the
sequence of your choice. A unit that is ordered does not have to battle.
Ranged Combat
Ranged Combat can take one of two forms: Either Line-ofSight Fire or Indirect Fire.
Line-of-Sight Fire Combat - To conduct Line-of-Sight Fire
Combat, a unit must have range and Line-of-Sight to the targeted
enemy unit. As with all Ranged Combat, you must play a Weapon
System Target Card from your hand for the ordered unit.
A unit’s range is the distance between the firing unit and the target unit measured
in grid sectors. When counting the range, include the target unit’s sector, but not the
firing unit’s sector. A unit’s Line-ofSight Fire Combat range is five or
fewer grid sectors.
Line-of-Sight runs up, down, across,
or diagonally, along a series of five
grid sectors. Terrain features and
units (both friend and foe) will block a
unit’s Line-of-Sight.
A unit’s diagonal Line-of-Sight is also
blocked if it touches the corner of
occupied sectors on both sides of the
diagonal line.
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When firing on an enemy unit, select a Target Card from
your hand and place it facedown near your unit that is
firing with the arrow pointed towards the enemy unit. The
arrow on the front of the Weapon System Card will assist in
tracking the firing unit and at which unit it is targeting. Always
try to set the arrow facing the unit being targeted and also
announce the targeted unit.
Target Weapon System Cards have a number from 1-8. During Fire
Combat, the number printed on the Target Card is added to the unit’s
battle die roll.
Some Target Weapon System Cards will score additional damage. When resolving
combat, simply remove the additional Crystals (if available) from the enemy
unit according to the conditions described on the card. Note that
additional damage is only inflicted if the attack is successful.
Units directly adjacent (orthogonally or diagonally) to one or more
enemy units cannot engage in Ranged Combat. They may only engage
in Close Combat.
Indirect Fire Combat - To conduct Indirect Fire Combat, a unit must be
in range, but does not require Line-of-Sight to target the enemy unit.
You will also need to play an indirect Weapon System Card from your
hand for the ordered unit. Indirect Fire Combat Weapon System Cards are
Doomsday Bolt, Long Range Bombardment, and Smart Bomb.
Indirect fire Weapon System cards may be used regardless of whether or not the
attacking unit has Line-of-Sight on the targeted enemy unit.
• Doomsday Bolt - A Doomsday Bolt Card is played after the Activation dice are
rolled. The play of Doomsday Bolt is discussed in the “Order” section of the rules.
Note that use of a Doomsday Bolt card requires an unused Command die result.
• Long Range Bombardment - When targeting an enemy unit with a Long
Range Bombardment, take the Long Range Bombardment Card from
your hand and place it face-up next to your unit, the card
pointing towards the targeted enemy unit. The unit that
is being targeted must also be announced. A Long Range
Bombardment Card will allow a unit to target an enemy
unit over five grid sectors away, but not more than eight,
with no Line-of-Sight restrictions.
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A Heavy Link when firing a
Long Range Bombardment
will add +1 to the unit’s
battle die roll as noted on
the card. Other unit types
may conduct a Long Range
Bombardment but they will
not add +1 to the unit’s
battle die roll.
• Smart Bomb - When
targeting an enemy unit
with a Smart Bomb, take
the Smart Bomb Card from
your hand and place it
face-up next to your unit,
the card pointing towards
the targeted enemy unit.
The unit that is being
targeted must also be
announced. A Smart Bomb
Card will allow a unit to target an enemy unit within two to five grid
sectors with no Line-of-Sight restrictions.
A Long Range Bombardment and a Smart Bomb Weapon System Card may be played on
a unit, even when the unit has Line-of-Sight to the targeted enemy unit.
Defending Unit Responds
After the current player has placed all his Weapon System cards for his units, the
defending player(s) may place Weapon System cards from their hand to respond to
each Line-of-Sight Fire attack, using a maximum of one Weapon System Card per
attack. Place the appropriate card next to each defending unit which is responding to
an attack.
When being targeted by two or more units, a defending unit may only respond to one
attack.
A unit may not respond and play a Target Weapon System Card to an Indirect Fire
Combat attack.
A unit may not respond to a range combat attack when it is on a sector adjacent to
an enemy unit.
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Anti-Missile Missile
An Anti-Missile Missile Card may be played as a defensive
measure against a range weapon attack.
Line-of-Sight Fire Attack
Instead of playing a Target Weapon System Card to respond to
an enemy Line-of-Sight fire attack, you may play an Anti-Missile
Missile Card from your hand and place it facedown with the arrow
pointed toward the attacking enemy unit. When Ranged Combat
is resolved between the two units, both Weapon System Cards are
revealed at the same time and the enemy’s Target Card is destroyed with no effect,
and there is no combat. Discard both Weapon System Cards.
Doomsday Bolt
An Anti-Missile Missile Weapon System Card may be played from your hand in
response to a Doomsday Bolt attack. Play the Anti-Missile Missile Card just before
your opponent is going to roll his Doomsday Bolt attack die. The attack is cancelled
and the enemy’s Doomsday Bolt Card is destroyed with no effect. Discard both
Weapon System Cards.
Long Range Bombardment or Smart Bomb
An Anti-Missile Missile Weapon System Card may be played from the your hand in
response to a Long Range Bombardment or Smart Bomb attack. Play the card just
before your opponent is going to roll his Long Range Bombardment or Smart Bomb
attack die. The attack is cancelled and the enemy’s Long Range Bombardment or
Smart Bomb Card is destroyed with no effect. Discard both Weapon System Cards.

Close Combat

Close Combat
A unit, ordered to battle an enemy unit in an adjacent grid sector, is said to be in
Close Combat. You must order a unit to Close Combat. An ordered unit adjacent to
an enemy unit does not have to battle. An ordered unit may only make one Close
Combat attack on a turn. A unit making a Close Combat may not use a Weapon
System Card. A unit adjacent to an enemy unit may not fire on another, more distant
enemy unit: It must Close Combat the adjacent enemy unit.
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When two or more ordered enemy units are
adjacent, a defending unit may be attacked
in Close Combat more than once. A defending
unit, when being attacked in close combat, is
also considered to be attacking, even against
multiple Close Combats. A defending unit may
not respond to a range attack when it is in a
sector adjacent to an enemy unit.

6 - Resolve Combat
Combat is resolved one ordered unit at a time, in the sequence of the attacker’s
choice. An ordered unit does not have to battle. An ordered unit may only battle once
per turn. The number of crystals on a unit (including any crystals gained or lost) has
no effect on combat die rolls. The attacker may choose to resolve Ranged Combat and
Close Combat attacks in any sequence, including a mixed sequence.
Line-of-Sight Fire Combat - Both Units Play a Weapon System Card
When both units are playing a Weapon System Card for Line-of-Sight Fire Combat,
both units are considered to be attacking. Resolve the combat as follows:
a. Turn over the attacker and defender Weapon System Cards at the same time.
Note when a defending player’s Weapon System Card is an Anti-Missile Missile
Card, there is no combat, and both Weapon System Cards are discarded without
effect (see “Anti-Missile Missile” rule section).
b. Each player rolls the proper battle die for his unit.
c. Each player adds the target number printed on his card to the die number rolled to
get a total.
d. If either player is locked on to the other player’s unit sector, that player then
adds +1 to his total.
f. The player with the highest total wins the combat. One power crystal is removed
from the unit with the lower total. When the higher total is twice that or more
of the lower, two power crystals are removed. Note even if the higher number
is triple the lower number, only two crystals are removed. Give the lost power
crystals to your opponent to place in his Victory Point Cup. Lastly, if the winning
unit used a Weapon System Card with a damage bonus, remove the number of
crystals indicated on the card.
g. When the last crystal is removed from a unit, the unit is destroyed and removed
from the battlefield.
Ranged Combat - Attacking Unit Weapon System Card, Defending Unit Shielding
When the attacking unit is playing a Weapon System Card and the defending player
does not to respond to an attack, his unit is only using its shields. Resolve combat as
follows:
a. Reveal the attacker’s Weapon System Card.
b. Each player rolls the proper battle die for his unit.
c. The attacking player adds the target number printed on his card to the die number
rolled to get a total. Also remember when a unit is locked-on you will add +1 to
your total.
d. Compare the totals.
e. The player with the highest total wins the combat. When the attacking player
has the highest total, one power crystal is removed from the defending unit. If
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the number is twice or more, two power crystals are removed. Give the lost
power crystals to your opponent to place in his Victory Point Cup. Lastly, if the
attacker used a Weapon System Card with a damage bonus, remove the number
of crystals indicated on the card. When the defending unit has the higher total,
the unit’s shields have withstood the attack and no power crystals are lost. A
defending unit cannot inflict ranged damage against an attacker without using a
Weapon System Card. When the last crystal is removed from a unit, the unit is
destroyed and removed from the battlefield.
Close Combat
To resolve a Close Combat between units in adjacent sectors, the player taking his
turn must order his unit to Close Combat. The defending unit when being attacked
in a Close Combat is also considered to be attacking.
a. In Close Combat, each player rolls the proper battle die for his unit.
b. When a unit is locked-on you will add +1 to your combat number total.
c. Compare the totals.
d. The player with the highest total wins the Close Combat. One power crystal is
removed from the unit with the lower number. When the higher total is twice or
more than of the lower, two power crystals are removed. Give the lost power
crystals to your opponent to place in his Victory Point Cup.
e. When the last crystal is removed from a unit, the unit is destroyed and removed
from the battlefield.
An Infantry Squad fighting in Close Combat will roll two d6 (green and blue d6 dice).
The higher die rolled of the two must be used as the combat number.
Ties During Combat
After both players have rolled and totaled their battle dice scores, if the two
totals are equal, it is a stand off and no crystals are lost. Each player will draw
one Weapon System Card when a combat is a tie.
A Critical-1 Die Roll
Unless using its shields, any time a unit’s battle die
result is “1”, a critical hit is scored on the opposing
unit. If one or both players roll a critical-1 in
Ranged or Close Combat, all other battle results
are ignored for that combat.
Critical hits take precedence over ties during
combat.
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When both players roll a critical-1, both units receive a critical hit and both players
will draw a Wild Fire Card for their respective unit.
Units using only their shields are not attacking, and therefore cannot inflict a
critical-1 result.
The player receiving the critical hit draws a Wild Fire card for the affected unit, and
must follow the instructions printed on the card.
In Close Combat both players are considered to be attacking. When either or both
player rolls a critical-1, the dice rolls have no effect. Instead, a Wild Fire Card is
drawn for the unit that received the critical-1 and it must follow the instructions
printed on the Wild Fire Card.
Some Wild Fire Cards will require one or more power crystals to be removed. Give
the lost power crystals to your opponent to place in his Victory Point Cup. When
the last crystal is removed from a unit, the unit is destroyed and removed from the
battlefield.
Some Wild Fire Cards will require you to place
a Wild Fire Marker on the base of the unit that
received the critical hit to remind you how the
unit is affected. These Wild Fire Cards also have
the words “retain card” and the card is placed
face up in front of you for reference.
When an Activation die roll shows a Command,
you may choose to remove a Wild Fire Marker
on a unit that received the critical hit. You may
remove a Wild Fire Marker on one of your units
or on one of your opponent’s units.

7 - Next Player’s Turn
When you have completed all the steps, your turn
is over. Play continues with the next player. When
every player has completed a turn, start a new round.
Missions with two-players: take your Lock-On Relay piece from the battlefield and
start a new round. Missions with three or more players: take all Lock-On Relay
pieces from the battlefield, mix them and all players will draw a Lock-On Relay piece
at random to start a new round.
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VICTORY
At the end of a round, each faction should determine if it has fulfilled the
objective. The mission briefing notes will detail what you will need to accomplish to
win.
Missions with two-players, victory is decided the instant the mission objective
is completed. Missions with 3 or 4 players, victory is determined at the end of a
round. If both sides have achieved the mission objective at the end of the round,
the faction that eliminated the most enemy units is the tiebreaker.
In a Victory Point mission, the faction that has gained the highest point total
is the winner. In a Victory Point mission, each time you score a hit and power
crystals are removed from your opponent’s units, the opponent’s lost crystals
are placed in your Victory Point Cup. Each enemy crystal you have in your Victory
Point Cup is worth 1 point. It is possible that some missions may end in a Draw.
Additional Bonus Victory Points may be awarded for capturing or holding certain
grid sectors or completing a mission objective as well as eliminating enemy units.
Bonus Victory Point Counter awards will be detailed in the mission briefing notes.
When Battle Damage rule is in effect, you are awarded a bonus point counter for
each enemy unit eliminated.
Unit Eliminated
Heavy Link		
Medium Link		
Recon Link		
Infantry Squad		
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Battle Damage Bonus Award
3-point counter
2-point counter
1-point counter
2-point counter

The Mission Manual contains a number of
scenarios for two, three, and four players.
TM

MISSION MANUAL

Each mission contains the following:

•
•
•
•

Briefing notes
Objective
A brief overview of the battlefield situation
A battlefield map with terrain and unit deployment or designated
entry areas
• Orders of Battle & Starting Weapon System Cards
• Mission objective, special rules, and other important briefing
notes
Before each game, players must select a mission and determine sides. If this is
your first battle, we suggest you start with the Mission #1 - Field Exercise. The
first few missions have been designed to allow players to become familiar with
the rules and basics of fighting in the Abaddon region.
Mission Number
Mission Title
Mission Overview
Battlefield Map
Village
Forest
City
Infantry Link
Medium Link
Heavy Link
Recon Squad
Briefing Notes
Objective
Order of Battles

Mission #1 - Field Exercise
Welcome, Commander! Your first mission, is it? You have every right to be nervous,
my friend. Soon you will discover that book learning is one thing, but frontline
action in Abaddon is a little more intense and dangerous than the Command & Training
simulators back at the Academy.

Briefing Notes:
• Two-player mission.
• Deploy your units as detailed on the map.
• Commonwealth Alliance takes the first turn.
Objective: Destroy any 2 of the opposition’s units.
Satellite City States
1x Heavy Link
1x Medium Link
1x Recon Link
1x Infantry Squad
6x Weapon System Cards

Commonwealth Alliance
1x Heavy Link
1x Medium Link
1x Recon Link
1x Infantry Squad
6x Weapon System Cards

Mission #2 - Meeting Engagement
SkyEye reports that the Commonwealth forces are moving forward through the burntout city ruins in your map grid sectors. Move your Command forward at once to engage
the enemy and stop the advance.

Briefing Notes:
• Two-player Mission
• Deploy your units as detailed on the map.
• Satellite City States takes the first turn.
Objective: Destroy 8 of the opposition’s Power Crystals.
Satellite City States
1x Heavy Link
1x Medium Link
2x Recon Links
1x Infantry Squad
6x Weapon System Cards

Commonwealth Alliance
1x Heavy Link
1x Medium Link
2x Recon Links
1x Infantry Squad
6x Weapon System Cards

Mission #3 - Seek and Destroy
Your orders: Seek out and destroy all opposition Heavy Links in the sector. Complete
the mission before you sustain heavy losses. SkyEye reports only two enemy Heavy
Links in the sector.

Briefing Notes:
• Two-player Mission.
• Deploy your units as described on the map.
• Each faction rolls five Activation dice. The side which rolled the most Command will go first.
Reroll if a tie.
Objective:
Destroy both of the opposition’s Heavy Links or 11 of the opposition’s power crystals,
whichever comes first.
Satellite City States
2x Heavy Links
1x Medium Link
1x Recon Link
2x Infantry Squads
5x Weapon System Cards

Commonwealth Alliance
2x Heavy Links
1x Medium Link
1x Recon Link
2x Infantry Squads
5x Weapon System Cards

Mission #4 - The Gauntlet
The Satellite City States have made a biological discovery and are attempting to break
through your lines and deliver the biological canister. Our informants tell us that there
are a number of canisters, and that their Infantry is transporting them.

Briefing Notes:
• Two-player Mission
• Deploy your units on any shaded baseline grid sector. Satellite City States deploys first
• Satellite City States takes the first turn.
Objective:
Satellite City States - move one Infantry Squad off the board from any space in the
Commonwealth Alliance’s deployment zone.
Commonwealth Alliance - Destroy all opposition Infantry Squads.
Satellite City States
2x Recon Links
4x Infantry Squads
6x Weapon System Cards

Commonwealth Alliance
2x Heavy Links
2x Medium Links
6x Weapon System Cards

Mission #5 - One-on-One Challenge
We have received a message from the Commonwealth Alliance, or to be more accurate,
a challenge. The message reads, “I, Hector Jacops, challenge your Top Gunner to a
one-on-one duel in the Wastelands, tomorrow at high-noon. Be there, or be forever
known as cowards.”

Briefing Notes:
• Two-player Mission
• Deploy your unit on any shaded baseline grid space. Commonwealth Alliance deploys first.
• Commonwealth Alliance takes the first turn.
Objective: Destroy your opponent!
Special Rules: These Heavy Links are the very best that each faction can field. Both have
super-charged shielding. An attacker must double their opponent’s total to inflict 1 point of
damage, and triple it to inflict 2 points of damage.
Satellite City States
1x Heavy Link
3x Weapon System Cards

Commonwealth Alliance
1x Heavy Link
3x Weapon System Cards

Mission #6 - East Front
The enemy has built up a strong force in your sector. High Command has dispatched
reinforcements to your location. Deploy and prepare to meet the enemy with these
additional units.

Briefing Notes:
• Two-player Mission
• Deploy your units on any shaded grid sector. Commonwealth Alliance deploys first.
• Commonwealth Alliance takes the first turn.
Objective:
20 Victory Point Mission.
Each Opponent’s lost crystal is worth 1 point.
Special Rules:
Battle Damage rule is in effect:
Award a Bonus Point Counter for each enemy unit eliminated.
Heavy Link		
Medium Link		
Recon Link		
Infantry Squad

3-point counter
2-point counter
1-point counter
2-point counter

Satellite City States
2x Heavy Links
2x Medium Links
2x Recon Links
2x Infantry Squads
8x Weapon System Cards

Commonwealth Alliance
2x Heavy Links
2x Medium Links
2x Recon Links
2x Infantry Links
8x Weapon System Cards

Mission #7 - Man vs Machine
Deploy your forces and move out! SkyEye reports that the Rebel City States only have
Infantry in this region. Clean up this Rebel Scum quickly. Should be an easy task for a
Veteran Commander like yourself.

Briefing Notes:
• Two-player Mission
• Deploy your units on any shaded grid sector. Commonwealth Alliance deploys first.
• Satellite City States takes the first turn.
Objective: 16 Victory Point Mission
Special Rules:
Battle Damage rule is in effect.
Award a Bonus Point Counter for each enemy unit eliminated.
Heavy Link		
Medium Link		
Recon Link		
Infantry Squad

3-point counter
2-point counter
1-point counter
2-point counter

Satellite City States
1x Recon Link
6x Infantry Squads
6x Weapon System Cards

Commonwealth Alliance
2x Heavy Links
2x Medium links
2x Recon Links
5x Weapon System Cards

Mission #8 - The Drop
Headquarters, this is the Commander of the Drop Team, over... This is the Commander
of the Drop Team, Over... Looks like we have lost communications with HQ, boys. Behind
enemy lines, running blind.... Perfect. Just perfect!

Briefing Notes:
• Two-player Mission
• Commonwealth Alliance deploys units as detailed on the map.
• Satellite City States units must jump on! Roll a d10 and d6, for each unit working down the order of
battle, and cross reference the numbers on the map, and place the unit accordingly. A unit which
lands on terrain or another unit is moved to an adjacent, unoccupied space. A unit which lands on an
enemy unit must also draw a Wild Fire Card. Satellite City States takes the ﬁrst turn.
Objective: 17 Victory Point Mission
Special Rules:
Battle Damage Rule is in effect.
Award a Bonus Point Counter for each enemy unit eliminated
Heavy Link		
Medium Link		
Recon Link		
Infantry Squad

3-point counter
2-point counter
1-point counter
2-point counter

Satellite City States
1x Medium link
4x Recon Links
2x Infantry Squads
6x Weapon System Cards

Commonwealth Alliance
2x Heavy Links
2x Medium Links
1x Recon Link
1x Infantry Squad
5x Weapon System Cards

Mission #9 - Breakout
SkyEye reports that the enemy is closing in on your position. It is only a matter of
time before your force will be cut off. Get out now! Right NOW!

Briefing Notes:
• Three-player Mission
• Deploy your units on any shaded grid spaces. Satellite City States deploy first. Commonwealth
Deploy Company B on the left, Company A on the right.
• Lock-On relays determine turn order.
• Satellite City States player rolls 6 Activation dice on his turn. Each Commonwealth Alliance player
only rolls 4 Activation dice.
Objective: Satellite City States - Exit units that still have at least 14 or more Power Crystals from
any space on the Commonwealth Alliance edge of the map.
Commonwealth Alliance - Reduce the number of Satellite City States Power Crystals to 13 or less.
Satellite City States
1x Heavy Link
1x Medium Link
2x Recon Links
2x Infantry Squads
6x Weapon System Cards

Commonwealth Alliance
Company B			
Company A
2x Medium Links		
1x Heavy Link
2x Infantry Squads		
1x Medium Link
2x Weapon System Cards
2x Recon Links
				2x Weapon System Cards

Mission #10 - Ambush
We were advancing in force, skirting the city, when we were attacked. The enemy was
upon us with no warning. Our forward units were wiped out before they could form up
on the main body. It was a slaughter.

Briefing Notes:
• Three-player Mission
• Deploy your units on any shaded grid sectors. Satellite City States deploy first. Commonwealth
deploy Company B on the left, Company A on the right.
• Lock-On relays determine turn order.
• Satellite City States player rolls 6 Activation dice on his turn. Each Commonwealth Alliance player
rolls 5 Activation dice.
Objective: 18 Victory Point Mission
Special Rules:
Battle Damage rule is in effect.
Award a bonus point counter for each enemy unit eliminated.
Heavy Link		
Medium Link		
Recon Link		
Infantry Squad

3-point counter
2-point counter
1-point counter
2-point counter

Satellite City States
1x Heavy Link
2x Medium Links
2x Recon Links*
2x Infantry Squads
5x Weapon System Cards
* Deployed as shown above.

Commonwealth Alliance
Company B			
2x Heavy Links		
1x Medium Link		
1x Recon Links			
1x Infantry Squad		
4x Weapon System Cards

Company A
1x Heavy Link
2x Medium Link
2x Recon Links
4x Weapon System Cards

Mission #11 - Relief Force
Company B, this is High Command. A relief force is on the way!. High Command, this
is the Commander of Company B. We have retired to a position behind the city. The
Commonwealth forces are regrouping west of the forest. As ordered, we will hold
until relieved!

Briefing Notes:
• Three-player Mission
• Satellite City States deploy units as detailed on the map, deploy Company B on left, company A on
the right.
• Commonwealth Alliance deploy on any shaded grid spaces.
• Lock-On Relays determine turn order
Objective: 21 Victory Point Mission
Special Rules:
Battle Damage rule is in effect.
Award a bonus point counter for each enemy unit eliminated.
Heavy Link		
Medium Link		
Recon Link		
Infantry Squad

3-point counter
2-point counter
1-point counter
2-point counter

Satellite City States
Company B			
1x Heavy Links			
1x Medium Links		
1x Recon Links			
1x Infantry Links		
3x Weapon System Cards

Company A
1x Heavy Links
1x Medium Links
1x Recon Links
1x Infantry Links
4x Weapon System Cards

Commonwealth Alliance
2x Heavy Links
2x Medium Links
2x Recon Links
2x Infantry Squads
7x Weapon System Cards

Mission #12 - Teamwork
This is a mission that will only succeed if you can cooperate with your fellow commander
and conduct a coordinated attack. SkyEye reports that the enemy has also deployed two
companies in this sector of equal strength to your forces.

Briefing Notes:
• Four-player Mission
• Satellite City States deploy units as detailed on the map, Company B on the left, Company A on the right.
• Commonwealth Alliance deploy units as detailed on the map, Company B on the left, Company A on the
right.
• Lock-On Relays determine turn order.
Objective: 20 Victory Point mission
Special Rules:
Battle Damage rule is in effect.
Award a bonus point counter for each enemy unit eliminated.
Heavy Link		
Medium Link		
Recon Link		
Infantry Squad

3-point counter
2-point counter
1-point counter
2-point counter

Satellite City States
Company B			
1x Heavy Link			
1x Medium Link			
1x Recon Link			
1x Infantry Squad		
5x Weapon System Cards

Commonwealth Alliance
Company A
Company B			
1x Heavy Link
1x Heavy Links			
1x Medium Link
1x Medium Links			
1x Recon Link
1x Infantry Squad		
1x Infantry Squad
1x Recon Link			
5x Weapon System Cards 5x Weapon System Cards

Company A
1x Heavy Links
1x Medium Links
1x Infantry Squad
1x Recon Link
5x Weapon System Cards

Mission #13 - Running Blind
We have lost all contact with our ground forces in sector 13. There is some sort of IonStorm interference over that area. They are going to be sitting ducks if we can’t raise
them - Just before communications went out, enemy units were moving into the sectors.

Briefing Notes:
• Four-player Mission
• Satellite City States deploy units first as detailed on the map, Company B on the left, and Company A on
the right.
• Commonwealth Alliance deploy units as detailed on the map, Company B on the left, and Company A on
the right.
• Lock-On Relays determine turn order
Objective: 18 Victory Point Mission
Special Rules:
Battle Damage rule is in effect.
Award a bonus point counter for each enemy unit eliminated.
Heavy Link		
Medium Link		
Recon Link		
Infantry Squad

3-point counter
2-point counter
1-point counter
2-point counter

Satellite City States
Company B			
1x Heavy Link			
1x Medium Link			
1x Recon Link			
1x Infantry Squad		
4x Weapon System Cards

Company A
1x Heavy Link
1x Medium Link
1x Recon Link
1x Infantry Squad
4x Weapon System Cards

Commonwealth Alliance
Company B			
1x Heavy Link			
1x Medium Link			
1x Recon Link			
1x Infantry Squad		
4x Weapon System Cards

Company A
1x Heavy Link
1x Medium Link
1x Recon Link
1x Infantry Squad
4x Weapon System Cards

Mission #14 - West Wood
Company A, move through the woods and engage the enemy at once. The Rebels only
have a few infantry units in the sector with Recon support. It should be another walk in
the park for your Heavy Links. Company B, support the advance.

Briefing Notes:
• Four-player Mission
• Satellite City States deploy units first as detailed on the map, Company B on the left, and Company A on
the right.
• Commonwealth Alliance deploy units as detailed on the map, Company B on the left, and Company A on the
right.
• Lock-On Relays determine turn order
Objective: 26 Victory Point Mission
Special Rules:
Battle Damage rule is in effect.
Award a bonus point counter for each enemy unit eliminated.
Heavy Link		
Medium Link		
Recon Link		
Infantry Squad

3-point counter
2-point counter
1-point counter
2-point counter

Satellite City States
Company B			
Company A
1x Medium Link			
1x Heavy Link
3x Recon Links			
2x Medium Links
2x Infantry Squads		
1x Recon Link
5x Weapon System Cards
2x Infantry Squads
				5x Weapon System Cards

Commonwealth Alliance
Company B			
1x Heavy Link			
2x Medium Links 		
1x Recon Link			
1x Infantry Squad		
5x Weapon System Cards

Company A
3x Heavy Links
1x Recon Link
1x Infantry Squad
5x Weapon System Cards

Mission #15 - Spring Offensive
Your orders are simple - Search out and destroy the enemy forces in this sector.

Briefing Notes:
• Four-player Mission
• Satellite City States deploy units first as detailed on the map, Company B on the left, and Company A on
the right.
• Commonwealth Alliance deploy units as detailed on the map, Company B on the left, and Company A on
the right.
• Lock-On Relays determine turn order
Objective: 24 Victory Point Mission
Special Rules:
Battle Damage rule is in effect.
Award a bonus point counter for each enemy unit eliminated.
Heavy Link		
Medium Link		
Recon Link		
Infantry Squad

3-point counter
2-point counter
1-point counter
2-point counter

Satellite City States
Company B			
1x Heavy Link			
2x Medium Links		
1x Recon Link			
2x Infantry Squads		
5x Weapon System Cards

Company A
1x Heavy Link
2x Medium Links
1x Recon Link
2x Infantry Squads
5x Weapon System Cards

Commonwealth Alliance
Company B			
2x Heavy Links			
1x Medium Links			
2x Recon Links			
1x Infantry Squad		
5x Weapon System Cards

Company A
2x Heavy Links
1x Medium Links
2x Recon Links
1x Infantry Squad
5x Weapon System Cards

Mission #16 - Share Command
Both of you are exceptional Warriors and have proven yourself many times in battle,
but you now face your biggest challenge. You must share command with another. Divide
the forces in this sector as you see fit and deploy them against two proven enemy
Commanders.

Briefing Notes:
• Four-player Mission
• Divide your forces and then deploy them on any shaded grid spaces. Satellite City States deploy first.
• Lock-On Relays determine turn order.
Objective: 30 Victory Point Mission
Special Rules:
Battle Damage rule is in effect.
Award a bonus point counter for each enemy unit eliminated.
Heavy Link		
Medium Link		
Recon Link		
Infantry Squad

3-point counter
2-point counter
1-point counter
2-point counter

Satellite City States
3x Heavy Links
3x Medium Links
3x Recon Links
3x Infantry Squads
9x Weapon System Cards

Commonwealth Alliance
3x Heavy Links
3x Medium Links
3x Recon Links
3x Infantry Squads
9x Weapon System Cards

Divide your factions starting number of Weapon System Cards before you look at them.
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